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Outline
•Challenges for the future of manure-biogas
•Potential co-substrates
•Some LCA results
•Land use change: a rough glance at its potential
importance
•Conclusion and perspectives
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Producing more manure-biogas: Chal
•Animal slurries are too dilute, containing too little easily
degradable C for economically attractive CH4 yields
•Too low C/N ratio, leading to accumulation of NH3 and
potential inhibition
•Residual co-substrates are constrained
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Potential C co-substrates
1. Industrial waste
2. Energy crops
3. Straw
4. Household bio-waste
5. Manure concentrate
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What is the opportunity cost?
a) Incineration?

Heat (X MJ)
Incineration of industrial waste
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Extraction and combustion of coal
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Electricity (Y kWh)
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What is the opportunity cost?
c) Landfilling?

Landfilling the industrial waste
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2. Energy crops
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What is the opportunity cost?
Some land nowadays used for crop production is used for energy crops. The
displaced crop production is not available on the market anymore

Barley for animal feed
(Y kg)

Production of Danish barley on X ha

Land use change: conversion of λ ha of
land to cropland in reacting biome

Production of
reacting crop

Intensified agriculture

Production of
reacting crop
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Reacting crop (Z+W kg)
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What is the opportunity cost?
b) Incorporation in soils?
Straw ploughing
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5. Manure concentrate
biogas
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Manure concentrate:
LCA of biogas from separated slurry
A) .

Slurry
excretion

1000 kg
fresh slurry

In-house
storage

1000 kg slurry posthousing

845.1 kg

F) .

Slurry
excretion

1000 kg
fresh slurry

In-house
storage

1000 kg slurry
post-housing

Separation
(mec+floc)

651.9 kg LF

Outdoor
storage

1086 kg slurry
post-storage*

Field
(raw)

Storage
(LF)

708.0 kg LF*

Field
(LF)

Avoided
production
of mineral
fertilizers

Uptake of N, P, K

Uptake of N, P, K

193.2 kg FF

154.9 kg

Biogas
production

319.8 kg
deg. slurry

Separation
(mec)

242.6 kg
deg. LF

Storage
(deg. LF)

263.4 kg
deg. LF*

Field
(deg. LF)

N
P
K

Field
(deg. FF)

N
P
K

Raw slurry: 45 % of mixture input
Fibre fraction: 55 % of mixture input

Functional unit:
Managing 1 ton of fresh
slurry

Biogas 24.4 Nm3
(567.7 MJ)

CHP

77.3 kg
deg. FF

Storage
(deg. FF)

77.3 kg
deg. FF

Avoided
production
of mineral
fertilizers &
yield
increase

132.5 MJ
heat

Avoided
heat
production

63.1 kWh electricity
(227.1 MJ)

Avoided
electricity
production

In-house storage
Storage (raw slurry)
Field (raw)
Avoided N
Avoided P
Storage (liquid)
Field (liquid)
Biogas
Co-generation H&P
Avoided El.
Avoided heat
Field (degassed FF)
Storage (degassed LF)
Field (degassed LF)
Yield increase

% (relative to the positive contributions from the reference, i .e. scenario A = 100%)

Manure concentrate – LCA results (I)
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Manure concentrate – LCA results (II)
Global warming – Processes equal in both Scenarios not included

Background
250

Scenario
A-pig
Reference

Scenario F
Biogas

A
NetNet
Reference

F
NetNet
Biogas

200

Net impact
Other processes non equal
150

kg CO2 equivalent

CO2 : 70 %
N 2 O: 28 %

CO2 : 91 %

Biogas production
CO2, fossil: 44 %
CH4 : 49 %

100
CO2 : 60 %
N 2 O: 37 %
50

Avoided heat
Avoided electricity
Yield

CH4 : 73 %
N 2 O: 26 %

0

Co-generation heat & power
Δ=103 kg CO2 eq.

Avoided fertilizers
N 2 O: 53 %
CH4 : 37 %

Field
Outdoor storage

-50

-100
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Findings about “manure concentrate” s
•This strategy does allow to reduce GHG as compared to
reference manure management

•Environmental benefits very much dependant upon
efficiency of separation technology

•May be limited if the ambition is to use biogas as part of
renewable energy ambitions.
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Importance of iLUC: a rough estimatio
based on the same LCA system
A) .

Slurry
excretion

1000 kg
fresh slurry

In-house
storage

Outdoor
storage

1000 kg slurry posthousing

1086 kg slurry
post-storage*

Field
(raw)

Avoided
production
of mineral
fertilizers

Uptake of N, P, K

0.48 ton wheat
F) .
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1000 kg
fresh slurry

845.1 kg
1000 kg slurry
post-housing

In-house
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Separation
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post-housing
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production
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deg. FF

651.9 kg LF
Biogas 158 Nm3
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(567.7 MJ)
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Storage
(deg. LF)

Storage
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N
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N
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Avoided
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yield
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193.2 kg FF

154.9 kg
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production

319.8 kg
deg. slurry

CHP

132.5 MJ
heat

1694 MJ heat

63.1 kWh electricity 409 kWh
(227.1 MJ)
electricity
.
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Avoided
heat
production

Avoided
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production

Importance of iLUC: a rough estimation based on the same LCA system
900

Reference

Biogas

Net
Reference

Net
Biogas
Net impact

700
Extra avoided heat
Extra avoided electricity
500

iLUC considered: 1.04 ton
CO2eq/ton feedstock

iLUC, average
Other processes non equal

kg CO2 equivalent

300
Δ = 86 kg CO2 eq.

C stored in soil (CO2 eq)
Co-generation heat & power

100
Biogas production

-100

Avoided heat
Avoided electricity

-300

-500

Yield
Avoided
fertilizers
iLUC: 0.12 – 1.23 ton CO2 eq./ton
feedstock*
Mixture: 1 ton raw pig slurry + 0.48
ton wheat
Field
Biogas: 158 Nm3 per ton fresh slurry (ex-animal)
Outdoor storage

-700

* Based on the results in Edwards et al. (2010)
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Baltic Manure
•In the framework of Baltic Manure, we will perform a few
LCAs with a case-study BSR country to investigate what
happens if:
40 % of the manure produced in DK is used for biogas
(2020)
•

ca. 100 % of the manure produced in DK is used for biogas
(2050)

•

•This study should highlight what strategy should be
prioritized, if we aim to use more manure for biogas
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Conclusion and perspectives
•Research is needed in order to adopt a consistent
strategy regarding manure-biogas in BSR
•Importance of the LCA perspective to avoid the so-called
rebound effects
•There is other ways to boost CH4 yields:
•Running

the digesters in parallel

•Pre-treatment
•Injecting
•Carbon

H2

capture and recycling
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Questions & Discussions
loha@kbm.sdu.dk

More details are available in our recent paper:
Hamelin et al. (2011). Environmental Consequences of Future Biogas Technologies.
Environmental Science & Technology, 45 (13), 5869-5877.

The full report of our LCA study entitled “Life Cycle Assessment of Biogas from
Separated Slurry” is available on the Danish EPA website: www.mst.dk
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Questions/ Comments/ Discussions
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What is the opportunity cost?
c) Bedding?
Straw used as bedding

Bedding in animal
production (X kg)
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soils
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Yield decrease?
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What is the opportunity cost?
b) Using the crop for biofuels
Bio-ethanol/Bio-diesel (ξ GJ)
Co-products for animal feed
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gasoline/diesel
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Land use change: conversion of λ ha of
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reacting crop
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reacting crop
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Reacting crop (Z+W kg)
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